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The frgures in the margin indieate fuII marlcs
for the questions

1. Answer the foilowing as directed : Lx7=7

(a) If A and B are two disjoint events where
A occurs in m ways and B occurs in
n ways, then in how many ways does
'the event A or B occur?

(b) How many ways are there to pick an ace
or a queen from a deck of cards?

(e) A cubic graph 15 a 

- 
graph.

( Fill in the blank )

td.) What is the degree of each point of a
complete graph K5?
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(e) Define cutpoint of a graph G.

{f) What is the connectivity of a connected
graph wiih a cutpoint?

{g} Give an example of a graph which is
Hamiltonian but not Eulerian.

Answer the following questions :

{a) State the rule of product.
2x4=8'

{b) How rnany ways are there to deai a red
ace and then another red card from a
deck?

{e) Define self-complementary graph.

{d) I*t Gl[ft, qr) and G2 (pz, qzl be two
graphs having disjoint point sets and
line sets. Find the number of points and
nurrber of lines of G1 + Gz.

3. Answer any three parts : 5x3=15

{a) Show that the number of r-sequences
from n objects is nt.

{b) Show that a graph G is a tree if and only
if every pair of points is connected by a
unique path. 5
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Show that among all graphs *ith p
points and q lines, the maximum
connectivity is 0, when q < p- 1 and is
Pq / pl, when q> p - 1, where [r] denotes
the greatest integer not exceeding the
real number r" s

Give an example of a graph which is-
(/ both Eulerian and Hamiltonian;

(it) Eulerian but non-Harniltonian.
2Yz+2yt=5

0 Does there exist a connected aryclic
graph with L0 points and 8 lines?
Justify.

(tq Does there exist a tree with six
points having degrees 1, 3, 4, 4,6?
Justiff. 2Vn+2Y2=5

4" (a) How many non-negative integer
solutions are there to-
(il X, + X, + X. + Xo i=99;

(ii) 2Xr + X, + Xs = 4 with X; l0? 5+S

Qr

(b) (r) What is the probability that a role cf
three distinct dice produces a sum
of ten? S

(c)

(d)

(e)
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ful Wite equivalent integer_soluticln of
an eqr.lation problem for the
foliorving : 5

{I} ?he number of we.ys tc
distribute r identica-l fuaii."; into
n distinct cells with at teast
k balls in the frrst cell

{2} Ttre nu.rnber of $,,ay$ tsl
rtistribute r iclentical Uaits lrrt,l
n distinct cells so that no cell
contair-ls rfiore than two balls

5. {a} Define intersection graph urith suitable
exarnples. Let G be a connected graph
with p>3 points. $how that W(G)=q if
and only if G has no triangles (where the
syrnbols have their usual rneanings) . Z+g

'0r
tbj Define {{ a non-separable graph, {aJ a

block of a graph and {iii)a bridge in a
graph. Show that if G is a block, then_

{t) every two points of G lie or!. a
cofttmon cycle;

fa) every'point ancl line of G lie on a
eornrnon.cycie. S+T
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6' (a)

{s}
Sbrow that the follo'wing statements pre
equivalent for a connected graph G :

{n G is Eulerian

(iil Every point of G has even degree

{iii} T}:ie set of lines of G call be
particioned into cycles

Ar

Let G have p > 3 points. If fcjr every n,
1 < n < (p -IJ /2; tl:re number of points of
degree not exceeding n is less than n
and if for odd p, the number of points cf
degree at most (p-lll2 does not exceed.
(p-Lj /2, then show that G is
Flamiltonian.

***
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